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DEVELQPIIEET» SOCIAL FORMATION AND MODES OF
PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION:

The hopes of the immediate decade of the post World War II
period and the euphoria about growth in the early nineteen sixties
appear to havo collapsed by the end of the sixties. In fact} a
widespread and growing concern has emerged with respect to the in—

1 /
adequacies of economic growth -in most parts of the world.—' The
apparently remarkable feature of this expressed concern being that
it no longer is confined to just socialist and radical critics but
comes from among the leading representatives of monopoly capital -

perhaps the opening statement of this "new" thrust was given by
Robert MacNamara (then U.S. Secretary of Defense and now head of
the World Bank) in his extensively reported speech in Montreal
(Quebec, Canada) during the spring' of 19^7.

Repeatedly in the past few years it has been acknowledged
that the conventional social engineering of the growth process

(even when accompanied by. high per-capita G.D.P. rates of growth)
"has only brought about a limited set of improvements and within
this the bulk of the benefits have been unequally shared. Thus
contributing to the growing divergence between the "rich" and the
"poor"»—^ What is even more illuminating is that a more extensive
examination of the world-wide growth process reveals large areas
of stagnation and deterioration in terms of economic activity and
well-being^

Paced with the dismal record of received doctrine and its
applications there is a strong revival of the ghost of Malthus.
Contemporary neo—malthusians, like the "Club of Rome" argue on theA /
basis of so-called sophisticated analysis for limits to growth.*^
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Theorists (committed to producing "ideology" in support of the es¬
tablished social order) like -Phelps—Brown, Mishan, and Eaq attempt
to mask the fundamental irrelevance of neo-Keynesian and post-
Keynosian economics by pleading about the "underdevelopment" of
economics, "costs" of growth and against the specter of.cogmuflist
China.^ Leading administrators, like MacNamara, call for a "fron¬
tal" attack on poverty while addressing the third UÏTCTAD Conference
in Santiago (Chile) which ignored the appeals of the "group of 77"
to improve the conditions of trade and aid between the industrial
capitalist countries and the primary-producer nations of the world.--
The lesson seems clear, though not often explicitly stated: develop
and deliver "sophisticated" rhetoric regarding the stagnating and
deteriorating conditions of the majority of the people of Africa,
Asia and Latin America in order to fashion novel means and mecha-j
nisms which will serve to continue (and even enhance) the privileges

7/
of domination, exploitation and appressxon.-Ly

The perspective hitherto utilised has been derived from a
particular and dominant outlook and experience of the monopoly ca¬
pitalist nations. Alternative approaches while present in embryo¬
nic form have been largely neglected if not altogether dismissed.
However, it is the growing reality, itself an outcome of the widen¬
ing gap between the "rich" and the "poor", of the inadequacies of
the traditional perspective that necessitates an examination of the
issues and problems of development (as distinct from growth) from
the vantage of the material and ideological foundations of social
formations.^ In this sense the basic premise of this paper is
that accurate and scientific knowledge about the process of develop¬
ment and unequal development essentially arises from the activity
of,changing the material foundations and ideological framework of
our contemporary world. *•
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It is easy to say change the world. What does this refer
to? In order to proceed further with respect to such a perspectiv
it is imperative that the principal features "be clearly outlined.
The central core of such an approach combines an investigation of
the inter—relationship "between (a) the social relations "between in¬
dividuals and groups forged in the course of carrying on the acti¬
vity of production, (h) the tools and techniques used in productic
and (c) the.ownership and/or control of the means and objects of
production. Such an inter—relationship must be investigated in.
terms of conditions representing a period of history and one geo¬
graphical space as well as those referring to successive periods c
history and between geographical space. In the course of a discus
sion regarding the a-historicity of the dominant segment of contem
porary social science, Sklar poses the elements of an alternative
methodology as follows, "....to conceptualize our epoch is to come
to grips broadly with what we conceive our social existence to be,
what we conceive man, historically, to be in a developmental way,
at the specific historical juncture of our own times, and what man
is about to become. It is the basis of self critically appraising
our intentions, our conception of the human, and it is the mark of
taking our intentions seriously enough to hazard their affirmation
denial or modification in the deliberate attempt at achieving thei

9/
realisation.'1^

In such..a process of ,change, based on the combined interac¬
tion of the core elements, the basic source for change is the con¬
tinuing tension and conflict (at times more intense "and at others
somewhat muted) between the "social relations of production.) and tho
available technology. The"focus of-the- conflict and tension ulti¬
mately being around the ownership and/or control of the means and
object of production. Viewed historically the sequence of change
is characterised by both uneveness and inequality with especial re¬
gard to the quality and quantum of development and its incremental
rate. This change and the accompanying pattern of development is
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characterised by a particular kind of interaction between, the coro
elements — where the conflict and tension generated fashion lintcs
of interdependence (in social formations based on class divisions

■they are primarily ones of domination - subordination) and where
interaction leads to a mutual transformation of both the, determin-

10/
• ing and determined factors.— Finally the changing social pattern
exhibits a passage from less complex to ever increasing degrees of
complexity in the forms and content of social formations. While t:
^changes in the degree of complexity are in evidence everywhere the
particular sequence from a level of complexity to another has not
been the same in different parts of the world. In fact, during our
contemporary period there appears to be a fairly good possibility
that, under specific conditions, the sequential change can be teles
coped with respect to time

Utilising the perspective outlined above and examining the
fairly long history of humanity (Marx and Engels descrioed it as
"pre-history", that is, where humanity was net yet in full control
over the process of production and reproduction of its total life
conditions) one can discern three broadly conceived and distinct
levels in the activity of human labour (the fundamentally decisive
differentiating factor between social formations - modes of pro¬
duction)

\
W :

(i) associated with direct labour for direct
individual needs

(ii) associated with indirect labour for indirect
individual and social needs

(iii) associated with direct labour for direct
social and individual needs.
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• •

With the aid of the typology suggested by Ste rrr^the first
level encompasses labour activity associated with hunting.and food
gathering ("primitive" and classless social formation - modes af
production). The second level corresponds to labour activity as¬
sociated with pastoral, agricultural and "industrial" work (class
divided social formation - modes of production). And the third
level covers labour activity in the context of agro-industrial co¬

operatives, collectives and communes ("mature" and classless socio
formation modes of production). Illustrating the pattern and pro¬
cess of change as being one where there is not only interdependenc
but also mutual transformation, the. archaeologist Gordon-Cliilde he,
incisively shown the transformation of humain labour into that of a
commodity in the course of the transition from the first to the sc
•end level. And in constructing this argument Childe also provide:
illuminating pointers towards the conditions being, created which
will totally transform the commodity form and content of human
labour • ~

Concluding this brief section it is necessary to underscore
that, to clearly grasp the problems - of ana prospects for develop¬
ment, there is the requirement to examine the process-in terms of
interacting, interdependent and mutually transforming set of human
labour activities. Furthermore this kind of an investigation is
only fully possible when one engages in the act of transforming th
social, political and economic conditions that prevail in the con¬
temporary world. \ •

• /. :• .y. ».

Social Formation - Modes of Production:

For the past two decides a lively debate has been underway
regarding questions about social formations and modes of produc¬
tion.Discussions have clustered around issues dealing with
the transition form" feudalism to capitalism, pre-capitalist ocono
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formations, articulation of social formations and. modes of produc¬
tion, colonial modes of production and the transition from socia¬
lism to communism. The ensuing literature has certainly served to
both widen and deepen our consciousness of the nature and pattern
of the process of change and development.

This section only attempts to present a. brief outline, of
what are considered to be the major components of an approach, which

_can provide a basis for developing an extensive and intensive grasp
with regard to the conceptual and social reality referred.to by the
combined term social formation - modes of production.-^/

The essential aspect emerging out of the above debate has
been an underscoring and clarifying extension of what began as the
key suggestive conclusion of Marx, later emphasized by Lenin 'and
more recently explicitly elaborated by Mao Tsetung - this being,

•

. : • :
_ J' I" ;•

that while the general and suggestive sequence of social .evolution
oan be identified in terms of the broad outlines of the five major
social formations - modes of production originally formulated by
.Marx, its concrete and specific manifestation is subject to sub¬
stantial variations. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to
carry out a "concrete analysis of concrete conditions" in order to
clearly grasp the complexities of the world-wide inequalities and
differences making up the process of social evolution as sets of

. integrated levels. In this sense there is no room for "recipes"
17/

or "formulae".—'

The beginning point of this discussion is to explain the use
of the comined term social formation - modes of production. The
illustration presented in Diagram I attempts to visually represent
the concept. A careful and critical reading of Marx's theoretical
and historical works, especially the Grundrisse .... and Contribu¬
tion to the Critique of Political Economy? shows that the usage in
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both cases involves an abstract (general — theoretical) and concrete
(specific — applied) connotation. In the former sense the terms im¬
ply a simplified yet concentrated set of subjective raid objective
factors, while the latter (with the use of the method cf successive
approximation) corresponds closer to the complexity and variation of18/
the spatial and temporal historical process «—' Therefore, in this
particular manner it is necessary to use the two terms in the combi¬
ned form — indicating their inter—changeability.

Marx and Engels' historical and theoretical investigations led
them to conclude that several modes of production are present in any
particular space and time. A careful examination of them showed that
their inter-relationship was characterised by a dominant — subordin-.f:
juxtaposition. Within the dominant mode of production as well as in
the subordinate mode(s) of production there wfere principal and se con--

dary aspects of their structure and movement. While the dominant
mode and its principal aspects were the fundamental determinants «f>
change, the subordinate mode and the secondary aspects played the rol
of conditioning change. The structural links and associated change
was either antagonistic or non-antagonistic. The process of change
was genorafeâ 'tteré^h tension, conflict and struggle between the re¬
lations of production (social classes) and the forces of .production
(technology - raw materials). It is these principal features that ar
the basis for identifying social formation - modes of production.

Social formation - modes pseduction are therefere, a e©»por>
whole of a material base (objective factors) and a superstructure
(subjective factors). The process of social change is the consequenc
of the emergence, development and resolution of contradictions (ten¬
sions and conflicts') between the material base and the superstructure
In class divided social formation -modes of production the essence
of the contradiction manifests itself in the increasingly social gene
ration and at the same time intensifying private appropriation of sur¬
plus value (value above the socially necessary and historically deri¬
ved subsistence)
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The contemporary historical period (viewed as a product of
the past three to four centuries) is "basically forged, out of the
operation of two key sets of social forces. First, the emergence
of commodity production, its subsequent development to a position

20/
of dominance and its present decline.—' Second, t.he social diffe¬
rentiation between labour and labour power and the transformation

21 / • •
of labour into a commodity.—' It is only on the basis of a criti¬
cal examination of these central social forces that will enable a
clarification and social grasp of the extent, forms and mechanisms
of the generation, appropriation and utilization of surplus product
and surplus value. This in turn will assist in unravelling the
"laws-" of motion of social formation - modes of production. The
extensive and «ritiaal discussion of the capitalist social formation
modes of production has essentially shown that it is the process of
capital accumulation which gives rise to profit as the principal
and dominant form of surplus value. Comparatively the somewhat
restricted discussion of feudal social formation - modes of pro¬
duction suggestively indicates that rent is the principal and do¬
minant form of the surplus product. Much work remains to be car-

. . 22.1
ried out with respect to this key issue"

Africa: A Glimpse of the Reality:

It is commonplace, nevertheless necessary to reiterate-'that
within the vast space of the African continent there is a rich di¬
versity which must be acknowledged as a point of departure for se¬
rious investigation. In order to develop a practical unity for in¬
vestigation it would be useful to demarcate three broad regions of
the continent: (a) north Africa (made up mainly by the Arab coun¬
tries;) (b) Sudan and Tropical Africa;-(c) Southern Africa (made up
mainly by South Africa, Rhodesia, Zambia, Botswana, Namibia, Malawi
and parts of Mozambique and Angola). However, for the purpose of
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these notes the above distinctions will be ignored. What is more
important for the immediate purpose is to insist that in Africa,
as elsewhere, it is the rise and development of commodity produc¬
tion _and the accompanying differentiation of the labour process
which can furnish the insights to accurately grasp the contours of
changes brought about in the social, political and economic condi¬
tions .

Throughout the African continent a majority of the people
reside in the rural areas and are primarily dependent on agricul¬
ture for their livelihood. A brief examination of the conventional
indicators of contemporary statistical accounts.shows that rural
occupations and products (agricultural and non—agricultural) con¬
tribute a major share of their totalIn this sense it would
appear that in African countries "the social formation - modes of
production are derived from the objective and subjective factors re¬
lating to agricultural activities. To a considerable extent this
is valid. However, the historical existence of colonialism injects
a crucial element that is, the domination of the economic, political
and social life of the African countries by European imperialism.
Therefore, the African social formation - modes of production can
be described as derivable from an imperialist modified sot of agri-

. 24/
cultural activities.—3'

What is the nature of agriculture in Africa? In answering
this question two preliminary issues usually attributed as key fea¬
tures of agricultural activity need to be dealt with. First, that2C'/
agriculture is mainly an isolated and subsistence type activity.—^-
Second, that the agriculturalist is primarily on independent pro¬
ducer best described as a peasant.^/ \
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Isolation and. subsistence as key elements of African agri¬
culture have usually been based on descriptions which underscore
the observation that all the consumption needs are self and locally
produced. Superficially this appears to be the case. But care full;
conducted historical and contemporary studies of agricultural popu-

27/
lations in Africa have forcefully brought but that:—

(i) in pre-colonial times the village agriculturalist
exchanged several articles with other nearby and
somewhat distant communities;

(ii) within the rural communities considerable speciali-
zation and differentiation had already occurred in

pre-colonial times hence consumption was not en¬
tirely self-produced;

(iii) during the course of colonialization these tenden¬
cies were rapidly accentuated and thus further re¬

moving African agriculture from conditions of iso¬
lation and subsistence.

Perhaps the only manner in which the term subsistence has relevancy
is that it does correspond tó the rather low level Of consumption
with respect to food and non-food, items. In conclusion African
agriculture is an integral part of the total economy engaged in a
lively interaction which in turn is dominated by imperialist colc-

po/
niai ism and neo-imperialism.—'

The characterisation of the agriculturalist as a peasant;
independent producer either ignores or minimises the following im¬
portant facets of agricultural activities in a colonialised cn-

29/
vironment "
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(i) restriction of economic apportunities in farming
through market restrictions, competition from
settlers, new land use and ownership patterns
leading to a reduction in the size of cultivation
units;

(ii) introduction of forced wage labour;

(iii) disruption of the balance and interchange between
agriculture and handicrafts leading to severe occu¬
pational dislocation and increased dependence on

wago e mployment;

(iv) establishment of reserves and plantations;

(v) growing requirement for money (cash) as the earlier
forms of barter economies are destroyed;

(■«£) state intervention against the Africans in terms of
the price of inputs and outputs.

The operational resultant of the above social forces has been to sub-
joct the African agriculturalist t.ow-~rds becoming semi—proletariani-
sed and exist in the form of a .part-time worker and part-time cul¬
tivator. A far cry indeed, from the mythical independent peasant pro¬
ducer .

The agrarian structure in contemporary Africa can,in summary,
be described in terms of the foil owing types

1. The bulk of the agricultural population cultivates fairly
small holdings (2—3 acres) where the actual unit of cultivation,
arising from subdivision and scattered plots, is considerably smaller
than the unit of holding. While the de .jure property form continues
to be communal. The de-facto conditions are increasingly private and

individual. The growth of this kind of "private ownership" in Tropi¬
cal West Africa has come about through cash cropping, land pledges
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to moot debts, donation of land as gifts, leasing and selling of
land., in East and Central African similar ownership trends have
arisen out of land reform - land consolidation programmes, model
farmers — master farmers — land settlement schemes. At an in¬
creasing pace over the past one hundred and seventy-five years the
penetration of commodity relations has shattered the characteristics
of "isolated, subsistence" production activities, turning the bulk
of the cultivators into part-time migrant workers and forcing other
into permanent low wage-earners, nevertheless the development of
commodity production remains uneven and unequal.

2. In a few areas (parts of Arab North Africa, Northern Nigeria,
Ethiopia, Euganda, Upper Volta and Northern Cameroun) land owner¬
ship and cultivation units had emerged which can.be descirbed as
forms of African "feudalism"."^/ While the unit of ownership has
usually been large. The actual unit of cultivation often was con¬
siderably smaller and tilled by forms of forced labour, sharecrop¬
pers and tenants. In most of these areas considerable activity in¬
volving land reforms has been attempted with the specific aim of
displacing the landed non-cultivating owners and replacing them by
a" variety of "kulak farmers. It is among the more affluent strata
form these "kulaks" that the recent programmes of the intensive use
of inputs (green revolution) have been initiated.

3. Plantations (owned either by commercial companies or foreign
individuals) and settler farms (mainly european owned in the past,
but lately "africanised" as in Kenya, Nigeria, Ghana, Ivory Coast
and parts of North Africa) are usually middle and large units of

... 5

ownership and cultivation. Two main types of labour are employed
on these farms, (i) permanent agricultural workers, and (ii) migrant
agricultural wofkors. Land use is primarily devoted to commercial
cash crops destined for export" markets beyond the national frontiers
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More often, than not, the work on these agricultural units is capital
intensive - technology per unit of land and labour being high. These
.agricultural units constitute the principal example of the formation
of agrarian capitalism.

4?: As a consequence of the implementation of the variety of post -
independence land reforms in African countries á segment of the agri¬
cultural land has been organised as state farms and private and publl

■co-operatives. A close examination of these recent experiments re¬
veals that the working relationships on the land resemble more those
of private commerical (various forms of agrarian commodity production. \ J "I *| /
relations) farming than that of types of "socialism".*"

The agrarian structure of contemporary Africa is obviously a
complex of a variety of economies (land use — cropping patterns)
which in turn provide the contours of several modes of production
(commodity producing and pre-commodity producing).

As a direct and indirect consequence of colonialism the domi¬
nant mode of production is that made up by cash crop commodity pro¬
duction.and consumption goods - mining commodity production. However,
the labour employed and the emergent labour process is not in the main
constituted by "free wage earners". Pre-comnodity and commodity pro¬
ducing labour intermingle and even structurally balance the use of
one another. This particular kind of the appearance and growth of
commodity production under colonialism results in the existence of
an uneasy, ehiftirg alliance between comraodity and pre-commodity mode,
of production. In this context it is not surprising to find forms
of the following mechanisms of exploitations

(i) extraction of rent-surplus from primary producers
through different types of overt and covert tenancy,
sharecropping and compulsive forms of employed labour;
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(ii) extraction of prof it-on-alienat.icn "based upon
the domination of money capital over the "base
of petty production through the means of cre¬
dit and marketing;

(iii) demination of merchant capital over the economy
operating through the price mechanism, through
speculation in commodities, shares, instruments
of commercial and financial transaction, etc.;

(iv) unequal exchange through the means of external
trade ;

(v) extraction of profit on the "basis of the ex¬
ploitation of "free" wage labour.

Development in the context of a colonial legacy and neoj-
imperialism, envisaged as a social, political and economic revolu¬
tion, therefore can only "be understood and realised on the premise
of thoroughly transforming "both the objective and subjective fac—

" .• 32/
tors making up social formation - modes of production."*-^
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Podeworny, H. "Customary Land Tenure: Selected Problems of
Agriarian Reforms and Agricultural Developmenti-. "
Africana Bulletin, Ho.15, 1971 -9 Cloggj I. Workers Self-
Management in Algeria, Hew York 1972, Saul, JvS. "Africa
Socialism in One Country: Tanzania" (unpublished ms), IDEP/
ET/cs/2347-34, September, 1972. A groat deal of careful
investigations of these experiments needs to~tra carried out
in order to distill both positive and negative lessons from
them. '

* V

There is nó attempt-made-in this paipe«? to spell out the
question of how and through what means the envisaged changes
are" to be accomplished. Historically and comparatively the
evidence is clear as regards an imperative requirement for
such changes in order that development can begin to occur.
For some indicative. and illustrative discussion see: Davidsoi
B. In the Eye of the Storm, London, 1972, Jîhah, S.A.
"Imperialism rand Hatiohal "Liberations. Some Introductory Com¬
ments" j (unpublished IS3T IDSP/E-t/CS/2347-42 .
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